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Customer Reviews

Retirement brings with it much clutter, and it’s easy for anyone who’s accustomed to a daily
schedule with all the "extra" business once taken care of by the employer (health, medical and
dental bills, disability insurance, Social Security, annuity income), to feel dazed and confused, even
perplexed and occasionally overwhelmed by all of the "secondary" concerns that require judicious
choices not to mention poring through mountains of mailings, sorting out various plans, and being
careful to note deadlines. One of the more daunting programs, even before all the recent notoriety of
ObamaCare, is Medicare. Not to worry. Patricia Barry’s book explains the program in lucid,
organized prose, separating the essentials from the less relevant information, and in a manner that
enables the reader to make the choices that will ensure the best care at the most affordable
price--including the distressful situations we may have witnessed in our parents without applying
them to our own lives--until now. Of most help to me was the explanation of Part D, which prepares
anyone who has used, or possibly will be prescribed, expensive medications for, say, a cholesterol
problem or an even more serious condition. Here’s where the most choices are to be made. Is the
cheapest plan necessarily the best bet? Is the most highly rated plan necessarily the one to select?
And what about plans that offer two "slightly" different options at "substantially" different prices?
How should you go about selecting between the two? And with respect to any of the plans, are they
irrevocable or can the individual who is now eligible for Medicare change his or her mind and select
a different plan? If so, when can the decision be made? How often?
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